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Title: Recommendations of the Schools Block Working Group held on 3 December 2013 
Appendices (if applicable) No 
 
Executive Summary  
 
On 3 December 2013 the Schools Block Working Group considered a number of reports, 
including: 
 

1. Lancashire Learning Excellence Contract Year; 
2. Procurement of an E Payments System;  
3. Schools Block Budget 2014/15;  
4. Central Items 2014/15; 
5. Rates Rebates;  
6. School/Academy Expansion: Policy for Additional Revenue Funding;  
7. School Teaching and Non-Teaching Supply Reimbursement Schemes 2014/15. 

 
A summary of the key issues and recommendations arising from the Working Groups 
considerations are provided in the report. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
The Forum is asked to: 
 

a) Note the report from the Schools Block Working Group held on 3 December 2013; 
b) Ratify the Working Group's recommendations. 
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Background 
On 3 December 2013 the Schools Block Working Group considered a number of reports. A 
summary of the key issues and recommendations arising from the Groups considerations are 
provided in this report. 
 
 

1. Proposed Changes to Service Level Agreements and Annual Charges to reflect 
Academic rather than Financial Year 

Stan Johnson, Head of Development and Innovation attended the Working Group for this item 
 
Consultation through the Partnership Board of Lancashire Learning Excellence has indicated that 
schools would welcome improved clarity and coherence to the varied terms and conditions of 
service level agreements and annual charges from the Lancashire County Council teams that 
trade with schools.  
 
It was therefore proposed that services and teams that trade with schools under the Lancashire 
Learning Excellence brand align the terms of their contracts with schools in order that there is 
increased consistency in: 
 

• Notice periods 
• Contract lengths, start and end dates 
• Consultations  
• Quality assurance systems 

 
Part of this project will be to change from financial year subscription models to academic year.  In 
order to facilitate this change two options were given for consideration: 
 
Option 1 has been strongly favoured by schools consulted as part of the development processes, 
where the current contracts that are due for renewal 1 April 2014 will be extended to 31 August 
2014 (one school term) unless terminated at the school’s request giving the required period of 
notice consummate with the current agreement. 
 
The charges for the period April – 31 August 2014 will be pro rata (5/12) to the current contract or, 
if there is intent to change the charges, agreed with schools prior to 3 January 2014.  
 
Future contracts would begin 1 September 2014 and operate on an academic year basis. Schools 
would be advised of service levels and charges at the beginning of the summer term and given 
until 31st May to indicate their intention to purchase.  
 
Option 2 involved 17 month contracts starting from 1 April 2014 and running until 31 August 2015. 
 
It was noted that this proposal had also been supported by the Sounding Board Group. 
 
Some members were not convinced of the need to change to academic years and were 
concerned about the possible cost implications during the transitional year.  The Group therefore 
suggested that a short consultation be held with all schools/academies, so that results could be 
available for the Forum meeting on 14 January 2014.  Members emphasised that a 
comprehensive list of services should be included in the consultation and that a monthly charging 
system be considered. 
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The Working Group 

a) Noted the report and the proposed changes to the Learning Excellence Contract 
Year; 

b) Requested that this proposal be subject to a short consultation with all schools to 
inform Forum recommendations. 

 
[Subsequent to the meeting, the County Council has decided that there may be merit in 
extending the scope of this initiative to all LCC traded services.  The possible introduction 
of the academic year contract has therefore been postponed until September 2015.  A 
consultation on the academic year SLA will be held with schools in the Spring term 2014, 
and will include proposals around possible charging structures to aid transition]. 
 
 

2. Procurement of an E Payments System 
The authority is in the process of procuring a preferred supplier to provide an e payments facility to 
all schools & academies in Lancashire. Schools & academies will not be required to use this 
facility but the savings which can be generated in administration costs along with the cost of 
procuring the system through the authority compared to the open market should make it an 
attractive solution.   
 
A report was presented providing an update of progress to date and an indication of the next 
steps.  It was noted that working with a variety of schools, including some who already have an e 
payments facility, has allowed a detailed statement of requirements to be produced. 
The timeline is shown below: 
 
Invitation to tender closing date 14 October 2013 
Initial tender response meeting 24 October 2013 
Shortlisted supplier presentations 30/31 October 2013 
Second tender response meeting 6/7 November 2013 
Further detailed work with suppliers Remainder of November 2013 
Preferred supplier / contract signed Mid December 2013 
Pilot to test feeder systems Mid Jan – end of February 2014 
System live  April 2014 
 
It is unclear at this stage if the system live will be for all schools and academies or it will be rolled 
out over the summer term to allow sufficient opportunity for support and training. 
 
In selecting a preferred supplier the authority will provide schools and academies with an 
opportunity to collect income from parents electronically. However, for the vast majority of schools 
in Lancashire this income will be received in the local authority schools income bank account. This 
income has then to be allocated to the correct school and ledger code for CFR accounting 
purposes. Despite recent improvements in the analysis of income collected in schools there is still 
a reasonable element of manual intervention in allocating the money in the school income bank 
account.  
 
The intension for income received through the e payments system is to completely remove the 
need for manual intervention and to automate the whole process. In order for this to happen a 
piece of work will need to be undertaken to ensure the data files supplied by the preferred supplier 
can feed into the authority system and allow an automated sweep of all income collected to be 
allocated to the correct school and ledger code. 
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At this stage, until the preferred supplier is announced, it is difficult to accurately estimate the work 
required. However, it was suggested that a cost in the order of a £20k-£25k would be sufficient to 
cover this cost. 
 
As this work will benefit the vast majority of schools in the authority the forum is asked to consider 
the use of the 2012/13 clawback money to fund this piece of work. 

 
The Working Group 

a) Noted the report 
b) Supported the use of funding from the 2012/13 clawback money to complete the 

required piece of work, with costs estimated at around £20k-£25k. 
 
 

3. Schools Block Budget 2014/15 
At the Schools Forum on 15 October 2013, members agreed a set of principles for setting the 
Schools Budget, as set out below: 
 
Principles for 2014/15 

• Stability – Minimise turbulence at an individual setting, school, academy or college level; 
• Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG) and Capping - DfE have confirmed that the MFG will 

continue to apply in 2014/15 at minus 1.5% and it is proposed to revert the cap to 1.5%, the 
same level as MFG; 

• Funding by phase – Is maintained at the 2013/14 funding level subject to changes in pupil 
numbers if headroom will allow; 

• Volume Changes - To aid stability proposed that the global cash values attributed to each 
formula factor be limited at the 2013/14 levels in the first instance; 

• Cost Pressures/Headroom - In connection with any funding shortfall it is proposed to meet 
this from anticipated headroom in the first instance. Then, if need be, by reducing all unit 
values excluding the lump sum; 

• Funding distributed through individual formula factors (with the exception of AWPU) is 
maintained at the 2013/14 level and any increased in data is funded by reducing the 
funding rate; 

• If the schools budget results in a shortfall all funding rates with the exception of lump sums 
are reduced; 

• If the schools budget results in headroom it is used to increase basic pupil funding in the 
first instance and prior attainment funding in the Schools Block. 
 

General principles 
• Maximisation of delegated resources; 
• Increase in level of AWPU;  
• Maximisation of headroom; 
• Minimise schools in Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG). 

 
At that meeting, members also agreed a number of decisions around service de-delegations for 
2014/15 and made recommendations about the draft proforma for the Schools Block budget for 
2014/15. 
 
These decision and recommendations were reported to the Cabinet Member for Children, Young 
People and Schools on 21 October 2013.  The Cabinet Member approved the draft proforma, 
which was then submitted to the EFA before the 31 October 2013 deadline. 
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On 11 November, the Authority was contacted by the EFA with a small number of questions on 
Lancashire's submission, as part of the compliance checking process.  Responses to the queries 
were provided 15 November, the EFA confirmed that their checks were completed for Lancashire 
and that the authority’s adherence to the finance regulations and proforma appear to meet the 
required criteria. EFA also thanked officers for the work done to achieve this. Information about the 
issue raised in the checks, together with Lancashire's response were provided by the Working 
Group. 
 
Members noted that the new funding framework requires that the Authority submit the October 
proforma to the EFA based on provisional data. A further proforma must be submitted in mid 
January 2014, to confirm final values attributable to each factor. The January submission cannot 
alter the factors from those submitted in October, but allows the values to change based on final 
data from the October school census. 
 
Calculation of final budget proposals cannot begin until after DfE release data arising from the 
October 2013 school census.  The DfE timetable indicates that Pupil data and factors will be 
published on 10 December 2013 and that DfE will confirm DSG Schools Block allocations for 
2014-15 (prior to academy recoupment) on 18 December 2013. 
 
Officers reported on some of the provisional work that was being done for the budget setting 
process and on some of the likely issues affecting 2014/15 funding and one-off allocations. 
 
The Working Group noted the report. 
 
 

4. Central Items 2014/15 
The Department for Education's (DfE) new school funding arrangements introduced in 2013/14 
split the Dedicated Schools Grant into three notional funding blocks: 
 

• The Schools Block; 
• The Early Years Block; 
• The High Needs Block. 

 
Central items funding that is retained by the authority rather than distributed to settings, has also 
been split by DfE into these three notional funding blocks. 
 
A report was presented providing information on the Central Items budget for 2014/15 and 
particular emphasis was drawn to Schools Block issues:.  
 

1. Carbon trading – Reduction £0.872m 
From 2014/15 the Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) for all nursery, primary, 
secondary and special schools and their academy equivalents will be funded by the DfE 
centrally. To reflect this, the DfE will top slice all LAs DSG. At this stage we do not know the 
financial implications this will have on Lancashire. Central provision of circa £50k will be 
required for CRC liabilities at PRUs as they currently sit outside the CRC legislation.  
 

2. Rates refunds – Reduction £0.05m 
This budget funded the schools rates revaluation service provided by Property Group. The 
Schools and Early years Finance (England) Regulations will no longer allow this budget to 
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be retained centrally. A separate report will be presented to the Schools Block Working 
Group discussing options to allow this work to continue. 
 

Members sought clarification around some provisions and also noted that an additional growth 
fund item would be included in the final central items budget for 2014/15. 
 
The Working Group:  

a) Noted the report  
b) Recommended that the Forum support the provisions of the Central Items budget for 

2014/15. 
 
 

5. Rates Rebates;  
Since 2006/07, Property Group have received an annual payment from the Schools Budget in 
order to facilitate rateable value challenges on school premises.  The current cost is £55,000 per 
year.  Benefits from successful rateable value appeals then accrue to the Schools Budget.  In year 
1, any rate reimbursement is returned to the individual school and subsequent years' savings are 
of benefit to the Schools Budget generally. Savings achieved from this service have always 
exceeded the annual costs. 
 
The Government's new school funding framework, introduced from April 2013, required as many 
services and as much funding as possible to be delegated to schools.   Only in a limited set of 
prescribed circumstances can funding be retained centrally. 
 
The Property Group Rating Service did not easily sit within any of these exceptions to delegation, 
but to operate a buy-back, which may cost schools about £85 per annum, would be overly 
burdensome and bureaucratic.  
 
As the proposals for 2013/14 were being developed, the Schools Forum wrote to the Secretary of 
State requesting that there be more local discretion in the new funding arrangements, which would 
allow the previous central retention of the Rating Service to continue, where it could be 
demonstrated that there was a clear benefit to the Schools Budget.  
 
Following a review of the 2013/14 funding framework, the Education Funding Agency (EFA) 
guidance for school funding in 2014/15 has been issued and does not make any changes to 
allowable central retention items and new arrangements for the Rating Services are therefore 
required. 
  
It is therefore proposed that the Service could be operated as a net nil budget in 2014/15.  Under 
this arrangement, Property Group would invoice the Schools Budget for the cost of the service and 
initially the accounting code would show a deficit.  However, during the course of the year any rate 
rebates received would be credited to the code, which at year end should be in surplus.   
 
In the unlikely event that the budget remained in deficit, the DSG reserve would underwrite the 
difference. 
 
In order to minimise any risk that the rate rebates would be insufficient to meet the costs, it is 
proposed that all rebates are credited to this account in the first instance, and not to individual 
schools.  Individual schools should not suffer unduly under this proposal as the formula funds 
rates on actual costs on a lagged basis.  Therefore, a school would receive the actual cost of their 
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original rates bill in the following financial year, and any rebate received would be credited to the 
newly created rates code. 
 
Any surplus on this budget at year end would then be distributed across all schools and 
academies in the subsequent financial year. 
 
Information about the work of the service in 2013/14, including rates rebates totalling £270k, was 
provided for the Working Group. 
 
The Working Group:  

a) Noted the report; 
b) Recommended that the revised approach for dealing with rateable value challenges 

on school premises from 2014/15 be supported. 
 
 

6. School/Academy Expansion: Policy for Additional Revenue Funding 
In January 2013, the Forum supported the introduction of a policy to financially support primary 
schools that have been commissioned by the LA to provide additional school places to meet 
excess demand in local areas.   
 
Although, the secondary sector is currently still experiencing falling rolls overall, the decline is not 
spread equitably across all schools or all districts. There are parts of the county where significant 
housing development coming forward may impact upon the numbers of secondary places 
required. Furthermore, once the trend in falling Year 7 numbers reverses, total secondary pupil 
numbers are expected to start to rise again in line with the recent increase in primary numbers. In 
some areas this will be as soon as 2015.  
 
It is therefore proposed to extend the expansion policy into the secondary sector in preparation for 
any developments that may be commissioned by the LA in the future.  The proposed policy takes 
the same formulaic approach as has been agreed in the primary phase, but reflects the fact that 
there are 5 year groups in the secondary phase, rather than the 7 in primary.  
 
Funding for Academies  
In 2013/14 the expansion policy was funded from the growth fund de-delegation.  However, the 
EFA have amended the national guidance for 2014/15 to allow a Growth Fund to be held in 
Central Items.  As such it is also available to fund places commissioned by the LA at academies. 
 
The 2014/15 EFA guidance relating to the use of the growth fund at academies indicates that  
authorities should fund the full 12 months academic year because the increased numbers won’t 
feed through to the academy’s General Annual Grant (GAG) until the following September. It also 
states that the EFA will adjust the 2014-15 recoupment to reflect the additional cost to authorities 
for the period from April to August 2014. 
 
It is therefore proposed that both the primary and secondary expansion policies include the 
following provision to comply with the EFA guidance. 
"Where places are commissioned by the LA at an academy in Lancashire, a full 12 months 
support will be provided, rather than applying the 7/12th calculation, in recognition that increased 
pupil numbers in academies will not feed through into the budget until the following September." 
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Primary Policy 
One complication that has arisen in the primary phase relates to the fact that schools sometimes 
operate a temporary expansion in the first year and then make the arrangement permanent the 
following year.   
 
In order to offer support where a school/academy has a single 'bulge' year that does not require a 
permanent expansion, it is proposed that a temporary expansion is supported by a one off 
payment calculated in accordance with the first year's expansion policy, but that is not subject to 
clawback the following year if the increased numbers do not materialise. 
 
To ensure that the transitional support period does not extend to an eighth year, it is proposed to 
incorporate into the policy a maximum period that support would be available where a temporary 
expansion for one year then becomes permanent.  In the primary phase this would be 7 years. 
 
The proposed secondary expansion policy will include the temporary expansion arrangements and 
a maximum of 5 years support overall. 
 
Proposed Secondary Expansion Policy 
The proposed secondary schools/academies support through the policy is set out below: 
o For the first year of a permanent expansion schools receive the average of the relevant year's 

secondary school pupil led factors (£4,700 per pupil in 2013/14) for 7/12ths of the difference 
between the previous admission number and the new admission number; 

o For the second and subsequent years of expansion, schools receive the average of the base 
year's secondary school pupil led factors (£4,700 per pupil in 2013/14) for 7/12ths of the 
difference between the previous admission number and the actual numbers of Year 7 pupils on 
roll as at the previous January (provided that more pupils are on roll than the previous 
admission number); 

o Where places are commissioned by the LA at an academy in Lancashire, a full 12 months 
support will be provided, rather than applying the 7/12th calculation, in recognition that 
increased pupil numbers in academies will not feed through into the budget until the following 
September; 

o Each school/academy must sign up to the spending profile they require at the outset of the 
expansion, subject to a maximum draw down period of three years, which will be adjusted 
annually to reflect actual pupil numbers in the second and subsequent years; 

o The maximum period support will be provided when a school/academy operates a temporary 
expansion in the first year and then makes the arrangement permanent the following year is 5 
years; 

o Where a school/academy has a single 'bulge' year that does not require a permanent 
expansion, a temporary expansion will be supported by a one off payment calculated in 
accordance with the first year's expansion policy that will not be subject to clawback the 
following year if the increased numbers do not materialise. 

 
To ensure that a structured approach is adopted to the profile of the allocations to be made to the 
school/academy a simple proforma has been produced to identify the available funding across the 
five year expansion period. Each school/academy will be asked to agree with the authority at the 
outset how they wish to receive this funding in order to meet the requirements of their individual 
class structure. The total additional funding will be reviewed annually and adjusted to reflect actual 
pupil numbers in the second and subsequent years. In order to ensure that a school/academy did 
not request all its funding in Year 1 and then fail to admit sufficient pupils in subsequent years a 
maximum allowable draw down period of three years is set. Any overpayments made to schools 
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would need to be repaid to the authority. An example expansion funding proforma was shared with 
the Group. 
 
The Working Group 

a) Noted the report; 
b) Recommended that the Forum support the proposed policy for allocating additional 

revenue funding for secondary school/academy expansions; 
c) Recommended that the Forum support the proposed amendments to the policy for 

allocating additional revenue funding for primary school expansions;  
d) Recommended that the Forum supports the inclusion of a full 12 months support for 

academies in both the primary and secondary phases. 
 
 

7. School Teaching and Non-Teaching Supply Reimbursement Schemes 2014/15. 
In December 2012, the Working Group supported arrangements to merge the separate teaching 
and support staff schemes into a single supply scheme for administrative purposes in 2013/14, 
although the scheme continued to allow schools the ability to pick from a menu of services for 
teaching and support staff. 
 
Partly, this arrangement was to provide some additional resilience for the support staff scheme 
which was offered as a buyback for the first time in 2012/13 but required Forum to allocate £180k 
of clawback funds in that year to establish a reserve as the scheme moved to a more economic 
basis.   
 
2013/14 Arrangements 
In response to the 2012/13 in year shortfall in the support staff scheme, premiums for this element 
of the buyback were doubled for 2013/14.  
 
In 2012/13, the teaching staff scheme again made a surplus.  As previously agreed by the Forum, 
any excess at year end above a £1m reserve is redistributed to scheme members, and on this 
occasion a reimbursement of £140k has been made. Premiums for the teaching staff scheme in 
2013/14 were therefore held at the 2012/13 cash values. 
 
A Supply Scheme offer was issued to all schools in January 2013.  In total, 464 schools bought 
into the service, compared to 448 schools in the 2012/13 scheme. 
 
Proposals for 2014/15 
Consideration has now begun about the arrangements for the supply reimbursement scheme for 
2014/15. 
 
Policy Changes 
Following a review of the 2013/14, some minor changes to the scheme policy are proposed for 
2014/15: 

• It is proposed to open the scheme to Academies in Lancashire.  Historically, academies 
were not permitted to join the scheme due to concerns that they were not bound by the 
national pay and conditions applicable to maintained schools.  However, it is now 
suggested that academies be invited to join the scheme if they wish.  Reimbursements will 
be paid at standard, published rates and in considering the merit of the offer, individual 
academies can decide if the rates are worthwhile compared to premiums and their own staff 
salaries. 
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• On the grounds of equity, it is proposed to include absences for Paternity Leave.  Claims 
will be allowable for up to two weeks for qualifying employees, in accordance with the 
County Council's Paternity Leave arrangements. 

• For clarification, maternity leave arrangements will include adoption leave in accordance 
with the County Council policy. 
 

Reimbursement Rates 2014/15 
It is proposed that the reimbursement rates for 2014/15 be increased by 1% to reflect the most 
recent pay rises awarded to both teaching and support staff. 
 
Premiums 2014/15 
The 2012/13 scheme outturn position and an initial analysis of the latest financial position 2013/14 
are been used as a starting point to consider premiums for 2014/15 and a presentation was 
provided for members around the key issues, which included: 

• 2013/14 outturn estimates are unreliable because schools do not submit claims uniformly 
and absence rates are higher in winter; 

• Learning Excellence are proposing a move to academic year basis for SLAs 
• The Support staff scheme is still not self financing; 
• Some issues have arisen with the support staff scheme threshold meaning some schools 

claim but get no reimbursement and this makes its difficult for schools to forecast income; 
• Teaching scheme premiums have been held cash flat since 2011 but some schools with 

similar NORs are now paying different premiums. 
 
The Group were therefore asked to consider proposals for the premiums in 2014/15, which 
included: 

• A move to an academic Year SLA; 
• Achieved by extending the current contracts to 31 August 2014 

o Teaching scheme at cash flat rate from 2013/14 x 5/12ths; 
o Support staff scheme using 2013/14 formula and rates, but with claim threshold 

removed and built into base price, x 5/12ths; 
o The increases in the support staff charges would be an average of 73%, but this 

would make the claims process easier and the support staff element of the scheme 
self financing; 

• Schools/academies could join/leave the Scheme from April 2014; 
• Teaching staff premiums and Support Staff premiums and income reviewed would be 

reviewed for September 2014 in more detail and further report presented to the Group; 
• All schools/academies would be offered the chance to join the scheme on an academic 

year basis from September 2014. 
 

The Working Group: 
a) Noted the report and presentation; 
b) Supported the proposed policy and reimbursement rate changes to the supply 

scheme for 2014/15; 
c) Supported the proposed changes to include the Support Staff Scheme thresholds 

into the base costs; 
d) Deferred any recommendations about the move to an academic year basis for the 

scheme, linked to the outcome of discussions around the Learning Excellence 
proposals to move academic year SLAs. 
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